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FAIRsFAIR - Fostering FAIR data practices in Europe
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● Goal: Practical solutions for the 
use of FAIR principles 
throughout the research data 
life cycle 

● Budget: €10 million

● Duration: 2019-2022

● Who? 22 partners from 8 EU 
member states

● DANS (project coordinator)

Image source: https://www.fairsfair.eu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAIRsFAIR is about offering practical solutions for the use of FAIR principles throughout the research data life cycle. The project focuses on research data management, procedures, standards, metrics and related matters based on FAIR principles.Its key objective is to accelerate the European Open Science Cloud (the EOSC) by opening up and sharing all knowledge, expertise, guidelines, training and tools on FAIR matters.The project spans from 2019 to 2022 and involves 22 partners from 8 Member States.Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS), which is the Dutch national centre of expertise and repository for research data, is the project coordinator. WP4, Task 4.5 which I am part of, develops pilots to support the assessment of FAIR data in trustworthy repositories.

https://www.fairsfair.eu/
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CoreTrustSeal support 



Trustworthy repository practices and FAIR data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supporting data repositories on their journey towards trust and FAIR is at the heart of the FAIRsFAIR project. Open data and data management policies that call for continued access and preservation are becoming more and more commonplace in the global research community. Repositories play an important role in making and keeping data FAIR over time. Our support programme helps repositories on their journey towards trustworthy repository certification and helps repositories to become more FAIR-enabling. 



A journey towards becoming trustworthy and FAIR-enabling

6 CoreTrustSeal repository certification 
programme

Image source: https://unsplash.com/photos/BW0vK-FA3eg
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Trustworthy repository 
practices and lessons learnt 

Support with CoreTrustSeal 
certification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, we support 10 European repositories on their journey towards trust and FAIR. We offer in-depth support in seeking CoreTrustSeal certification. In return, the repositories share with us their invaluable knowledge on how trustworthy repository practices best enable FAIR data. 



Our support team 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DANS - https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/home UK Data Archive - https://www.data-archive.ac.uk DCC - https://www.rd-alliance.org/oa-members/digital-curation-centre-dcc PANGAEA - https://www.pangaea.de CINES - https://www.cines.fr 



Who we work with
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→ a country with a selected repository 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blank map of Europe https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blank_map_of_Europe_cropped.svg Apollo https://osc.cam.ac.uk/repository DaSCH https://dasch.swissDASS-BiH https://dass.credi.baDASSH https://www.fairsfair.eu/dassh-archive-marine-species-and-habitats-data ESRF https://www.esrf.euIAGOS http://iagos-data.frICOS https://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/infrastructure/icos-sweden-integrated-carbon-observation-system(c2d9052d-c4a2-418e-bf77-229330b29df9).html Movebank https://www.movebank.org/cms/movebank-content/data-repositorySOCIB https://eurogoos.eu/member/socib-balearic-islands-coastal-ocean-observing-forecasting-system/ Tarki https://www.tarki.hu/eng/adatbank FAIRsFAIR logo https://www.fairsfair.eu/fairsfair-logos 



Repository support: services
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Practical 
tools
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and advice

Image sources: https://www.fairsfair.eu/news/journey-coretrustseal-certification-begins-ten-repositories &  https://icon-library.net/icon/icon-help-23.html

Test 
reviews 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practical tools:Stakeholder mind map for your institution. The goal is to identify all the people in your institution that you will need to involve in your certification application and FAIR enabling process Roadmap. The goal is to identify key activities and tasks you need to carry out to understand CoreTrustSeal+FAIR in your institutions, put your self-assessment together, highlight dependencies and identify risks Preservation policy planning worksheet. The goals are to identify the status of relevant policy components to have a preservation policy in place and to structure and plan the writing process of the preservation policy.

https://www.fairsfair.eu/news/journey-coretrustseal-certification-begins-ten-repositories
https://icon-library.net/icon/icon-help-23.html


Other relevant tools 
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→ https://www.f-uji.net→ https://fairware.dans.knaw.nl

Data publication 
After Before 

https://www.f-uji.net/
https://fairware.dans.knaw.nl/


Certification support: next steps 
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Growing together 
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Global repository support initiatives, e.g.
• ‘Enabling FAIR Data CoreTrustSeal cohort’
• ARDC, Australia
• Portage Network, Canada

Image source: flaticon.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are eager to learn from our global peers. In particular from stakeholders at different maturity levels, individuals, projects and other initiatives.Here you see some examples of other repository support initiatives, e.g. in the American Geophysical Union (AGU) community, but also other global initiatives such as the Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC) and the Portage Network in Canada. Collectively it would be great if we could share lessons learned and identify good practices that can be promoted to help others.



CoreTrustSeal and FAIR work 
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CoreTrustSeal+FAIR
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+ FAIR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our experiences and lessons learned will also enable FAIRsFAIR to share recommendations for integrating FAIR into the CoreTrustSeal certification requirements. Along the same lines we are in the process of developing capability maturity models towards FAIR certification of repositories (a common set of core assessment criteria for FAIRness and a generic and expandable self-assessment model for measuring the maturity level of a dataset).Our capability maturity models will help repositories to define and achieve target levels and goals, and work on their continuous improvement. 



Mapping CoreTrustSeal and FAIR 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current draft mappings between CoreTrustSeal and FAIR are currently being reviewed in response to feedback and project developments. We’ll be releasing a revised version before the summer. 



New ideas: integration and elaboration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
New ideas can be integrated into the CoreTrustSeal if they’re truly ‘core’ to repositories. The FAIRsFAIR approach is to propose additions where applicable, or to ‘elaborate’ the requirements with more detail where necessary. We could even propose extensions with new Requirements (but none of these have been found so far!) Extension: certification extends with additional standards (beyond the core of CTS). See sustainability document. 



TDR: responsibilities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the heart of a Trustworthy Digital Repository there are mandatory responsibilities as defined in the OAIS reference model. Preservation (including preserving FAIRness) is enabled by making authentic data available and independently understandable to a defined designated community of users Key stakeholders:Data producerRepository teamDesignated community 



Ongoing work and next steps 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We prepared a design Statement on Capability-Maturity (& Engagement) across work packages to coordinate our approaches. We’re now:·         Drafting three tier Capability levels for CoreTrustSeal (in draft)·         Revising our mapping between CoreTrustSeal and FAIR based on ‘areas of focus’ (in draft)We will then enter consultation with CoreTrustSeal before seeking public feedback before the summer. We’re aiming to do this to align with ongoing work on the FAIRness of Services (WP2) and FAIR organisation (WP3). M4.3 Additional iterations of the maturity model, along with change logs, released in response to evaluation and testing in T4.2 and T4.3 [M30; UKDA]D4.6 Report on a maturity model towards FAIR data in FAIR repositories [M36; UKDA]This will all focus on the current version of CoreTrustSeal v2.0 but the project will also submit recommendations for amendments to the next version of CoreTrustSeal in their review process that will start in 2022 after the project completes. 



Further information 
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Practical tools

• Ilona von Stein, Linas Cepinskas, Hervé L'Hours, Kevin Ashley, Tina Dohna, Patricia Herterich, … Joy Davidson. (2021, 
February). Certification Support Workshop: Preservation Planning and Preservation Policy Planning Worksheet 
(Version 1). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4541415

• Herterich, Patricia. (2020, April 6). FAIRsFAIR support towards achieving CoreTrustSeal certification - roadmapping 
exercise. Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3741693

Certification support programme 

• FAIRsFAIR support programme for repositories https://www.fairsfair.eu/application-results-open-call-data-
repositories

• Frans Huigen and Ilona von Stein (8 October 2020). How is FAIRsFAIR supporting the repositories selected for 
CoreTrustSeal Certification? https://www.fairsfair.eu/articles-publications/how-fairsfair-supporting-repositories-
selected-coretrustseal-certification

(Draft) maturity model
• Hervé L'Hours, Ilona von Stein, Frans Huigen, Anusuriya Devaraju, Mustapha Mokrane, Joy Davidson, … Robert 

Huber. (2020). M4.2 Draft Maturity Model Based on Extensions and-or Additions to CoreTrustSeal Requirements 
(Version 1.0). Zenodo. https://zenodo.org/record/4003598#.YHWVmRQzbIE

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4541415
https://www.fairsfair.eu/application-results-open-call-data-repositories
https://www.fairsfair.eu/articles-publications/how-fairsfair-supporting-repositories-selected-coretrustseal-certification
https://zenodo.org/record/4003598#.YHWVmRQzbIE


Thank you

For further questions:

Linas Čepinskas, DANS: linas.cepinskas@dans.knaw.nl
Hervé L’Hours, UKDA: herve@essex.ac.uk
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